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Abstract: The process of obstacle detection involves the identification of obstacles that lie ahead in the route, Intel RealSense 
camera has been a prominent solution for identifying real-time applications in recent years. Autonomous Unmanned Ground 
Vehicle(UGVs) face a difficult time in detecting obstacles because of stationary objects, moving objects and adverse weather 
conditions. We need to get an accurate distance between the UGVs and obstacles, So Intel RealSense cameras use stereo vision 
to calculate the depth data. Based on D415, D435 and D455 Intel RealSense depth sensors, we have examined and compared 
various obstacle detection methods. 
Index Terms: Stereo vision, RealSense cameras, Obstacle Detection, Unmanned Ground Vehicles.  
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
In the present era of autonomous technology, the Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) system is mostly used on highways, roads 
and parking lots, it is crucial to find things quickly that show up on the road out of nowhere. [1] These items include stationary 
objects such as branches, parked vehicles, road signs, etc. and dynamic objects such as pedestrians, wildlife, moving vehicles, 
objects falling from vehicles, etc. 
The depth camera can detect obstacles and accurately measure the distance between the object and UGV on the path. However, the 
dynamic and unstructured nature of real-world environments poses formidable challenges for these autonomous vehicles. UGVs 
operate in a variety of adverse weather conditions, including rain, snow, fog and glare lights. Adverse weather can severely affect 
sensor performance, making it challenging to detect and respond to obstacles effectively.  
The Intel RealSense cameras are significantly advanced in computer vision and depth detecting technology. The depth cameras can 
be used in a wide spectrum of real-time applications. The depth data goes beyond 2D imagery, it has the ability to perceive 3D 
images. In 3D scanning, they facilitate the creation of detailed, three-dimensional representations of objects and spaces.  
This review paper explores an extensive analysis of Intel RealSense depth sensors, including models such as the D400 series (D415, 
D435, D455) each of which has its own depth sensing technologies. The D400 series is useful in robotics and augmented reality 
because it uses structured light projection and active infrared stereo for accurate 3D perception. This paper compares the efficiency 
of these sensors in detecting obstacles, considering their unique features like accuracy, frame rate, field of view, and range.  
 

II.  BACKGROUND WORKS 
Obstacle detection is a critical task for autonomous vehicles, and many researchers have proposed various techniques to tackle 
obstacle detection. Two types of vision-based techniques have been developed, namely (a) Monocular vision-based technique (b) 
Stereo vision-based approach. In our survey, we will give a review of the Stereo vision-based Intel RealSense cameras. 
 
A. Monocular vision-based Technique 
Monocular vision is a type of vision that uses only one camera [5,6]. Monocular vision-based techniques are methods that use 
monocular images to extract information about the 3D world. 
There are several different monocular vision-based vehicle detection algorithms. Some of the most common algorithms rely on 
features such as shape, texture, and color to detect obstacles. [12] Introduces a novel approach, emphasizing simplicity and clarity 
by introducing a straightforward approach in monocular vision-based vehicle detection, emphasizing ease of application and 
understanding. However, a potential disadvantage lies in the limited depth perception inherent to monocular vision, which may 
impact the accuracy of distance estimations in obstacle detection.[13] The proposed distance estimation method for in-car cameras 
stands out for its robustness, leveraging attitude angle information and deep learning to achieve superior accuracy across diverse 
traffic scenarios. However, potential disadvantages include the reliance on complex deep learning frameworks, which may pose 
challenges in terms of computational efficiency and model training requirements.  
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Considering the limitations of monocular vision, such as restricted depth perception, narrow field of view, and susceptibility to 
varying lighting conditions. Stereo vision, employing two cameras, enhances depth perception and expands the field of view, 
addressing the shortcomings of monocular systems. This dual-camera setup provides more robust and accurate spatial information, 
improving obstacle detection and overall reliability in diverse driving environments. 
 
B. Stereo vision Based Technique 
Stereo vision is a technique used in computer vision and 3D reconstruction that simulates the human binocular vision system. It 
involves the use of two or more cameras to capture images of the same scene from different viewpoints simultaneously. [7] These 
images are then processed to extract in-depth information and create a three-dimensional understanding of the environment. By 
analyzing the disparities between corresponding points in the images, stereo vision enables the calculation of the distance to objects 
in the scene. This technique relies on the principle of triangulation, where the relative positions and orientations of the cameras are 
used to determine the depth of each point in the scene. In stereo vision, the process begins with the calibration of the cameras to 
accurately determine their intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. Once calibrated, the images captured by the cameras are rectified to 
ensure that corresponding points lie on the same horizontal scan line. Matching algorithms are then employed to find corresponding 
points in the rectified images, using techniques like correlation-based matching or feature-based matching. By comparing the 
disparities between corresponding points, the depth of the scene is computed using the triangulation principle. The resulting depth 
map provides a comprehensive understanding of the 3D structure of the environment, enabling applications such as 3D 
reconstruction, object detection, and scene analysis.[14] The Instant Scene Modeler (iSM) leverages stereo vision, utilizing on-board 
sensors to rapidly generate calibrated photo-realistic 3D models of unknown environments for enhanced situational awareness in 
unmanned vehicles. The system's stereo image processing enables accurate depth perception, contributing to improved mission 
planning and execution.  [15] Obstacle detection (OD) techniques for intelligent ground vehicles, focusing on stereo vision and 
2D/3D sensors. It categorizes various OD models based on stereo vision, emphasizing the importance of real-time performance, and 
assessing trade-offs between representation accuracy and computational efficiency in achieving comprehensive environmental 
perception for autonomous vehicles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1: Stereo based vision technique 
 

III.  OBSTACLE DETECTION 
This section assesses how efficiently the Intel RealSense cameras detect obstacles for unmanned ground vehicles and the working 
efficiency of each RealSense camera in different fields. 
 
A. The Technology of Intel RealSense Cameras 
RealSense cameras use a combination of stereo vision and infrared projection to create depth maps and 3D point clouds. Stereo 
vision works by comparing two images of the same scene taken from different angles. The infrared projector emits a pattern of light 
onto the scene, and the camera uses this pattern to calculate the distance to each object in the scene. RealSense cameras produce 
depth maps with high accuracy, even in challenging conditions such as low light and outdoor environments. They also have a long 
range and a wide field of view. The Intel RealSense open-source SDK is a set of tools and libraries that developers can use to build 
applications with RealSense cameras. Through SDK we can access the depth data and color data from RealSense cameras.  
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(a)                                       (b)                                       (c) 
Fig 2: (a) RealSense D415, (b) RealSense D435 and (c) RealSense D455 

 
The D415 and D455 are compact and affordable RealSense cameras that are ideal for a variety of applications. They have a range of 
1.2 meters and 2 meters, respectively, and a field of view of 90 degrees and 120 degrees, respectively. The D435 is a more powerful 
RealSense camera that is ideal for demanding applications such as robotics and augmented reality. It has a range of 10 meters and a 
field of view of 87 degrees.  
The D415, D455, and D435 RealSense cameras use a custom Intel processor called the Vision Processor D4. The Vision Processor 
D4 is a high-performance processor that is specifically designed for depth sensing and computer vision applications. It can perform 
up to 36.6 million pixels per second of depth processing.  
 
B. The working Principle of the RealSense cameras 
 

 
Fig 3: Methods of measuring the depth in relation to distance 

 
The depth pixel value, which represents an object's distance, is established relative to a plane parallel to the camera's recording 
position rather than the actual physical distance of the object from the camera. This approach utilizes the camera's internal reference 
point as the baseline for estimating depth, allowing it to gauge the disparity between the captured images and infer the relative 
distances of objects within the scene. As a result, the depth measurements are determined based on the positional relationship 
between the camera and the objects in view, providing a perspective that aids in understanding the spatial layout of the environment.     
[9] The thermal solution guidance is crucial for enhancing obstacle detection in Intel RealSense Depth Cameras like D415, D455, 
and D435. Maintaining optimal temperatures for components ensures efficient operation in diverse environments. Passive cooling 
measures, such as using suitable materials for mounting brackets and heat sinks, contribute to stable performance, reducing the risk 
of overheating during prolonged use. This effective thermal management ensures accurate and reliable depth sensing, improving 
obstacle detection in real-world applications.                                        
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The depth camera, based on infrared projection, plays a fundamental role in capturing depth information. This technology operates 
by projecting a pattern of infrared light onto the scene, which is then captured by the camera's infrared sensor. By analyzing the 
distortion of this pattern as it interacts with objects in the environment, the camera calculates the depth value for each pixel, 
generating a comprehensive depth map that accurately represents the 3D structure of the scene. In the D415 model, this infrared 
projection system works in conjunction with a precise global shutter, enabling the camera to capture synchronized depth and color 
frames with minimal motion blur. Similarly, the D435 and D455 incorporate sophisticated infrared projection mechanisms that 
allow for robust and accurate depth sensing, enhancing the overall depth perception and enabling the cameras to effectively capture 
intricate details of the surrounding environment [3,8,9]. 
 
 

Table 1. presents the specifications of the RGB frames of                       Table 2 present the specifications of the infrared 
                          
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Parameter D415 D435 D455 

Depth 
Resolutio

n 

1280 x 720 1280 x 720 1280 x 720 

Range 0.3 m to 4 m 0.2 m to 10 
m 

0.4 m to 6 
m 

Frame 
Rate 

90 fps 90 fps 90 fps 

Projector Infrared Infrared Infrared 

Pattern 
Type 

Static Static Static 

Laser 
Controller 

PWM PWM PWM 

Optical 
power 

 

360 mW 
average 

360mW 
average 

360mW 
average 

Horizonta
l Field of 
Projection 

65° 87° 87° 

Vertical 
Field of 

Projection 

40° 58° 58° 

Diagonal 
Field of 

Projection 

70 90 90 

Parameter D415 D435 D455 

Color 
Image 
Signal 

Processor 

Discrete Discrete Discrete 

Active 
pixels 

1920 x 1080 1920 x 
1080 

1280 x 800 

Sensor 
Aspect 
Ratio 

16:9 8:5 16:10 

Format 10-bit RAW 
RGB 

10-bit 
RAW 

10-bit RAW 
RGB 

Filter 
Type 

IR Cut 
Filter 

None IR Cut 
Filter 

Shutter 
Type 

Rolling 
Shutter 

Rolling 
Shutter 

Global 
Shutter 

Signal 
Interface 

MIPI CSI-2, 
1 Lane 

MIPI CSI-
2, 2X lanes 

MIPI CSI-2, 
1 Lane 

Vertical 
Field of 
View 

42.5 42 65  

Horizonta
l Field of 

View 

69.4 69 90 

Diagonal 
Field of 
View 

 77 94 98  
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Table 3. presents the specifications of the Left and right imagers frames of the Intel RealSense cameras 

Parameters D415 D435 D455 

Image Sensor OmniVision 
Technologies OV2740 

OmniVision 
Technologies OV9282 

OmniVision Technologies 
OV9782  

Active Pixels 1920 × 1080 1280 x 800 1280 x 800 

Sensor Aspect 
Ratio 

16:9 8:5  8:5 

Format  10-bit RAW  10-bit RAW 10-bit RAW  

F Number f/2.0 f/2.0 f/2.0 

Focal Length  1.88 mm 1.93 mm 1.93 mm 

Filter Type None None None 

Focus Fixed  Fixed Fixed 

Shutter Type Rolling Shutter Global Shutter Global Shutter 

Signal Interface MIPI CSI-2, 2X Lanes MIPI CSI-2, 2X Lanes MIPI CSI-2, 2X Lanes 

Horizontal Field of 
view 

71 90 90 

Vertical Field of 
View 

44 64 64 

Diagonal Field of 
View 

79 98 98 

Disortion <= 1.5% <= 1.5% <= 1.5% 

 
IV. REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT 

In this section, we present the preliminary results of our review based on research papers and documents. [13] Choosing Intel 
RealSense depth cameras over the described monocular vision method enhances inter-vehicle distance accuracy in ADAS by 
providing direct depth information, mitigating reliance on image-based estimation and improving performance across diverse 
vehicle types and attitudes. 
The RealSense D415, an entry-level model, offers balanced performance with a depth range of 0.3m to 4m, making it suitable for 
close-range depth sensing tasks [11]. It is an ideal choice for applications not requiring high precision or long-range depth 
perception. Experimental findings confirm that while the D415 is primarily intended for tracking obstacles, gaming, and gesture 
recognition, it also serves effectively and economically as a 3D scanner [2]. The D415 excels in short-range tests, demonstrating 
superior reconstruction quality in capturing and rendering objects within close proximity. However, it exhibits limitations in 
accurately representing planar surfaces, indicating a potential weakness in handling certain depth-related tasks. [8] The D415 
features a narrower field of view (around 64 degrees) and provides higher depth precision.  
On the other hand, the RealSense D435 provides an extended depth range from 0.1m to 10m and supports a wider field of view 
compared to the D415. This broader perspective makes it more suitable for applications requiring capturing a larger scene in a single 
frame, such as obstacle detection in UGVs.  
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The D435 also offers higher depth resolution and accuracy than the D415, making it a preferred choice for tasks demanding precise 
depth sensing and 3D mapping [11]. Integrating the Intel RealSense D435 camera into a compact hexapod walking robot enhances 
autonomous exploration with accurate localization and lower computational demands. However, the study lacks qualitative 
evaluations for exploration deployments [17]. This research utilizes Intel RealSense D435 cameras for autonomous navigation of a 
4-wheel vehicle in challenging environments. The integration enables accurate navigation and obstacle avoidance, overcoming GPS 
limitations. However, a drawback is the fixed position of the D435 cameras [16].  [8] The D435 offers a wider field of view (around 
86 degrees) but may exhibit more depth noise. 
The RealSense D455 represents the latest advancement in the series, offering more robust features for obstacle detection in UGVs 
[10]. With a maximum range of 10 meters and enhanced depth accuracy and resolution compared to its predecessors, the D455 is 
well-suited for complex outdoor environments where accurate obstacle detection at longer distances is crucial for UGV navigation 
and safety. The D455 exhibits a proficient ability to represent planar surfaces, showcasing strength in capturing and delineating flat 
objects and scenes with higher precision. 18] The study employs budget-friendly Intel RealSense D455 3D cameras in a mobile 
mapping system for on-street parking data collection. However, using these cameras outdoors presents challenges due to tricky 
lighting conditions and limited measurement ranges. [19] The RealSense D455 is noted for producing higher-quality depth images 
compared to the D400 series, making it suitable for discerning objects and obstacles. The article highlights the applications of 
Intel® RealSenseTM D400 series cameras in diverse fields, from robotics to surveillance and virtual reality. [1] A new method uses 
a stereo camera like the Intel RealSense camera D455 to detect road obstacles. The approach combines depth and video analysis, 
enhancing accuracy through a fusion algorithm that merges depth and visual data. 
In terms of compatibility, all three RealSense models support various platforms, including Windows, Linux, and Android, making 
them versatile options for integration into different UGV setups. They come with a software development kit (SDK) that enables 
developers to access the camera's depth data and develop custom applications tailored to specific obstacle detection requirements.  
Moreover, the RealSense D435 and D455 offer hardware synchronization capabilities, allowing multiple cameras to work together 
seamlessly for more comprehensive and accurate obstacle detection in UGVs [10]. This feature proves beneficial for applications 
demanding a higher level of precision and robustness, such as those involving complex terrains or dynamic environments where 
real-time obstacle detection is critical for safe navigation. 
[3] The study investigates the utility of Intel RealSense depth cameras, specifically D415 and D435, for obstacle detection in 
robotics. D415 outperformed D435 in terms of depth image accuracy. The D435 presented challenges because of its wider field of 
view, including noise and resolution issues.  
The D415 outperforms the D455, particularly in scenarios where transparency or translucency influence depth estimates [4]. 
However, it shows relatively weaker performance in short-range reconstruction quality compared to the D415. Error reduction is 
possible with the use of the Intel RealSense Depth Cameras D455 and D415, demonstrating low error rates [2]. 
[1] The D455 has the drawbacks of limited detection ranges and challenges with background noise. Resolving false positives is a 
critical component of reliable detection systems.  
After a comprehensive analysis of the Intel RealSense D415, D435, and D455, it can be asserted that the RealSense D455 stands out 
as the most suitable option for obstacle detection in UGVs [10]. Its superior depth-sensing capabilities, extended range, and 
enhanced accuracy make it an optimal choice for navigating challenging terrains and environments. The D455's wider field of view 
and advanced synchronization capabilities enable more reliable obstacle detection, ensuring the UGV's safe and precise navigation, 
even in complex and dynamic surroundings. 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this comprehensive review, we thoroughly examined the characteristics of Intel RealSense cameras, specifically the D415, D435, 
and D455 models, aiming to enhance obstacle detection capabilities for Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs). The experiment's 
results unveiled distinctive features of each model, guiding our conclusion. While the D415 demonstrated versatility, excelling in 
short-range tasks and showcasing adaptability beyond obstacle detection, it encountered limitations in accurately representing planar 
surfaces. The RealSense D435, with its extended depth range and higher resolution, emerged as a strong candidate for applications 
demanding precise depth sensing and 3D mapping, particularly in UGVs. However, the pinnacle of our evaluation led us to affirm 
that the RealSense D455 stands out as the most suitable choice for obstacle detection in UGVs. Boasting superior depth sensing 
capabilities, an extended range of 10 meters, and enhanced accuracy, the D455 excels in navigating complex outdoor environments 
where precise obstacle detection at longer distances is paramount for UGV safety.  
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Its wider field of view and advanced synchronization capabilities further contribute to more reliable obstacle detection, ensuring the 
UGV's secure and precise navigation, even in intricate and dynamic surroundings. The D455's proficiency in capturing planar 
surfaces adds an extra layer of precision, solidifying its position as the optimal solution for obstacle detection challenges in UGV 
applications. 
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